The Crystal River Part 12 and The Tabernacle Bible Study Lesson 14

Important: Your personal ascension begins with a quantum leap from faith into an unexplored dimension of expected and unexpected discoveries; remembering and rediscovering and expanding the creative adventures of being The Father’s divine imagination; for Good. We are the most privileged and most responsible generation; the first to know about quantum science, relativity, holograms, subatomic particles, ageless photons, micro chips and DNA.

A Summary of Marriage of the Old & New Testaments

(NOTE: I suggest you READ THE LAST 2 PAGES FIRST.)

THE Tabernacle Temple RESIDENCE OF GOD is OUR BODY. More precisely, HIS domain and domicile is in the DNA of our cell structure. I have spent the past 50 years studying and the last 8 years writing the 273 pages of “The Tabernacles 101 Bible Study Course.” And my perspective has now changed concerning the most important message found in the illustrated Bible. I am now convinced that I should have recognized at the first that The Tabernacle reveals the ‘hidden mystery’ of the physical body’s cellular development.

I now realize that the Creators’ designed our cellular body to visibly express God’s Life and Nature. Any other purpose is out of harmony with His cellular design and creates degenerating stress. Stress is the killer of cell life. The purpose of this article is to explain how to be released from the stress killer, and to clearly establish that [El Elyon’s] Father’s revealed purpose for man is to develop a mature understanding of Adoption.

The ascension of my consciousness has led me to a new angle (Angel), which is this: The Spiritual Architects of the earthly structure called Moses’ Tabernacle were endeavoring to illustrate the plan for sustaining physical life by cellular reproduction. (First the spiritual and then natural.) As long as our cells reproduce themselves, our visible life is perpetuated. The initial barrier to this O.T. truth was the problem of teaching Spiritual Truth to a carnally minded people. The Spiritual Truth of God’s Dwelling Place had to wait for the fullness of time when Our Father would remove the Veil of carnality and open the Mind of Christ. The Mind of Christ can also be understood as your personal indwelling individualized Messiah identity: Christ in you.

The Goal and Challenge of Every Believer In Messiah:
To Be Harmonized IN Oneness With Him

Oneness happens in the reproductive ‘loins’ (womb) of your mind. The N.T. Rhema Word of God fertilizes the female egg in the womb of your mind, which produces the conception of Christ in you (1st Peter 1:13). The O.T. egg of conception is characterized by Abraham/Sarah’s “innate ability to believe.”
Spiritual Marriage: Giving Birth to the Spirit AS You

I propose to you that Our Bible reveals that each of us (male or female) can conceive (develop) and bring to full term and give birth to our new creation Son of Promise. He is our own unique personal expression of Christ. This conception develops by understanding how the marriage union of the O.T. female egg and the N.T. Rhema Sperma Word of God conceives The Son of Promise in the reproductive loins of your mind until the birth of the True Spirit as You.

As it was with Sarah and also with Mary to produce The Son of Promise, it must also be with us to produce The Son of Promise. They conceived The Son of Promise in the loins of their mind. By the power of the Rhema Word of Promise they gave birth to The Son of Promise. Their precedent experiences established for us the pattern. This study will be the topic of my next “Crystal River” article: “Be it unto me according to thy Word [Rhema].” This is a message whose time has come.

The process was all concealed in the Tabernacle. The physical ‘Mishkan’ Tabernacle of Moses in the Wilderness evolves into the ‘Cukkah’ Tabernacle of Promise in the spirit man Israel. Jacob surrendered his dual identity for his Israel ‘born above’ identity and was restored to his higher spiritual consciousness, which was written in his (DNA) Ladder. His ascension to the awareness of his indwelling Holy Spirit Son introduced a ‘two day’ (2,000 years) pattern. Jesus came to all those who had the Covenant Son Seed of Promise. They had not remembered that their true Genesis was their birth above. They were identified in the N.T. as “the lost sheep of Israel.” (John the Baptist was a type of an undeveloped Covenant Fetus.) The birth of Christ in you is the same pattern as the birthing of the ‘manchild’ and the completion of the Covenant Law of Life.

Israel was God’s Tabernacle pageant players in the wilderness journey and illustrated for us the difficulty of transitioning from flesh life into life in the spiritual dimension. Study Israel’s crossing over the Red Sea on “dry” ground. The Hebrew word “dry” is charabah (Strong’s #3004), which indicates a spiritual level of understanding. They established the Spiritual Pattern of total dependence on YHVH-God for Salvation, which includes the promise of: deliverance, guidance, protection, provision of food and water, sustaining health, spiritual clothing which does not wear out, and instruction in righteousness… all without complaining. Their model showed us that this was impossible for the carnal man. Submissive joy and obedience is a Spiritual Quality.

We should know by now that we were individually and uniquely designed as a very complex and complicated physical-Spiritual operational system of life. The N.T. is clear: Our life originated above, in a higher dimension. We can now observe in the microscopic human cell the miracle of the Genesis of Life. The Bible reveals that we were sent on a long journey into a far country where the flesh, sensual, animal and beastly powers rule. The natural carnal earth energies are not only foreign to the ‘garden’ of our Spirit Mind but is also our enemy. We were shut out of our True Realm by a hedge (or Veil) of flesh, which was guarded by a powerful Imaginary Cherub. The only Way back to our True Identity is by the guidance of the Holy Spirit’s Rhema memory recall.

The lessons of 41 generations of O.T. written history dealt convincingly with man’s carnal ‘flesh’ condition. The flesh nature is a substitute Christ. A counterfeit spirit Ego was invented by the soul after she was enticed by outside approval. Eve was trapped in “works oriented religion.” Religions of the world
have always focused on behavior and still do. Jesus said, “You make clean the outside of the cup….” (Matthew 23:25). Our True Spiritual Identity is inside. God’s interest is focused on the thoughts and intents of the heart. He changes us into His Likeness from the inside.

The Christ Spirit inside is Our True Identity. The Greek of the N.T. unveils the counterfeit spirit by the word ‘Ego’ which is translated “I.” This flesh Ego identified as “I” is the ‘Son of Perdition’ that cannot be saved (John 17:12). The only one Christ could not keep was the Ego. The Ego supplanted the Spirit of Christ as our identity. The Ego spirit is easily recognized, he always focuses on and puts forth every effort to ‘fix’ the exterior by changing appearances. Religious Ego Training has great appeal and attracts huge crowds. The meetings are publicized as positive psychological Church gatherings and train the followers in how to change themselves. It sounds great; but leaves the people under the same old management of the I, Me and Mine, Son of Perdition Ego.

**SPIRITUAL WAR is the struggle between the OUTSIDE and INSIDE.**

***** Here is a Five-Star Resting Place. This is where you and I learn that only God can do the work of God. “Enter into His Rest” (Hebrews 4). The mystery was first introduced and taught at the Laver in the Tabernacle. The Bible tells us that the Laver was made of the polished brass mirrors brought as a gift by the women, which represents our soul. The Hebrew word translated “brass” is the word Nachash (Genesis 3), the same word translated “Serpent” in Genesis. Nachash is defined as: Whisperer, Charmer, Deceiver and brass. The mystery of the brass mirror was the devious snake’s instrument of deception. A mirror shows us what we look like on the outside. Think about it. Satan, Nachash the Snake, invented the mirror. Six thousand years ago the mirrors were of polished brass or copper. His mirror imaged the outward appearance. God’s interest is in what we look like inside. (The Apostle Paul also characterized the Word of God as a Mirror, which reveals the condition inside.) Moses was instructed to put water from the smitten Rock into the brass Laver, which had been made from the women’s mirrors. (The smitten Rock symbolized the message of the Crucified Christ and was their only source of water in that Spiritual ‘dry’ dimension.) The brass Laver symbolized Satan’s power to lock man’s mind on the carnal nature. Moses’ instruction to the Priest was that he could not go into the Soul’s Holy Place without first washing at the Laver “lest he die.” Now hear this: The message was that the Christ Water (the water of the Word of Promise) could distort and overcome and wash away the power of the outward image in the brass mirror. God’s Promise of the personal Messiah Son of Promise will re-focus your mind on the Promise, and will become a well of Water springing up into everlasting life. I strongly suggest you reread this paragraph until it sinks in!

Oh: my Dear Holy God; don’t let us miss this revelation! Nachash the Satan Serpent, “the Deceiver, the Whisperer, the spell-casting Charmer,” convinced Eve that she could only learn by experiencing the visible human nature. She immediately fell under the power of the visible outside, and then passed the power of the animal nature to all her descendants. Once under the control of the outside spirit director and choreographer of flesh life there was found no way back. Only the Water of the Word of Christ can restore the fulfilling consciousness of our Spirit Self. And He can only change your nature by His Presence residing inside you. He must wash away our old flesh identity before He can replace our inner man with Himself. As He told Peter, “Unless I wash you, you will have no part in Me.” HE who made all things, made man to manifest His Nature and His Character and His Temperament. Every other message, regardless of how wonderfully successful it may seem, is self-improvement and Ego aggrandizement and cannot bring man to the mature purpose of Adoption.
Some may not know that the word **Adoption** in Romans 8, is another one of those tricky translations allowed by The Holy Spirit to see who will ask: “What does that mean?” It is tricky because it can only be understood by seeking the Truth. Our word ‘adoption’ has to do with children, but the Bible word concerns the most spiritually mature. It is the original Greek word **Huoiothesia** (Strong’s #5206). I believe the spiritual significance is to show that God (Theos) has placed a mature (Huio) Son as an Anointed Priest for the purpose of exercising on earth Christ’s authority in Heaven. He will Rule with the Rod of Love on the Earth as Christ’s Elect. The Adversary’s assigned role is to keep us from attaining maturity. Those who persist will say, “Come hell or high water I will hear a voice from heaven say; ‘This is my Son, I Am well pleased.’” The mature Son knows that **ADOPTION** is his assignment. The Word ‘Love’ in the N.T. is the word A-gapê. It means “no-gap” between The Father and me.

The nation Israel’s crossing of the ‘papyrus’ (Read) Sea, on ‘dry’ ground, staged the first act of a production of life in a spiritual dimension represented by dry ground. Notice that this pageant focused on Israel, as the spirit ‘Son’ of Promise. Their story would be ‘read’ by multiplied millions of people and is still being ‘read’ in Churches today worldwide. Tragically many, probably most, who hear still have a ‘veil’ over their mind and only see Israel as Jacob’s children. Most do not know that this is their story. The story of Israel is our own story. Their story was revealing how Spiritual Jesus-Messiah is our own news breaking story. Their story is a pattern of every Pilgrim’s Progress. **We must ‘see’ it before we can cross over.** Then we will see that Eve’s story is our story, and Israel’s story is also our story. There is only one story. We each must decide that the inside is more important than the outside. Jesus said; the inside must become the outside before the kingdom can come. Until we see this truth, the outside of the natural man will continue to rule the inside. Misery, misery.

Israel’s story of life in the wilderness teaches us of the perplexities and tribulations mankind goes through in order to enter the Kingdom. Just as Paul was shown how much tribulation is necessary to enter the Kingdom, I will show how Paul’s story is also our story. A struggle ensues during the transaction of giving up our inherited human Adamic Earthy **DUALITY** and remembering our True Spiritual Identity. Notice in Scripture: All of the old generational memories, which came out of Egypt, had died before they ‘crossed over’ the Jordan into the Promise. Selah. Think.

Let’s look at the story of John the Baptist and Jesus. When they entered into the re-enactment of crossing over the Jordan at Beth Abara (the place of Israel’s crossing), Jesus embraced His own death, burial and resurrection. He was clarifying Israel’s misunderstanding of ‘crossing over.’ Crossing over is an illustration of transitioning from the natural into the Spiritual Resurrection Life. Remember, Christ’s every day Life was Resurrection. Resurrection Life is the Father doing the work Quality of Life. For three and a half years His Life was the Truth about His Father. And when His appointed time came to **Re-ReEnact** His Passion, it is to help us remember that His story is also our story. Jesus became the brass nachash serpent on a pole (the pole of The Cross). It is His Plan for each of us to kill the Deceiver, which He did at the Cross. Even though He died as nachash, we must put our own deceiver to death. Your deceiver (anti-Christ) is your own self-inflating mirror infatuated Ego.

Christ had to fulfill all righteous prophesy as the serpent on the pole, becoming for us the origin of sin. It was there on The Cross that He crushed the serpent’s head, shattered his mirror and destroyed his power. This is, of course, for those who can believe. And it is not a new story, because there is really nothing new under the Sun or the Son. His Passion was set in motion before the foundation of the world. When we
Remember how He released us, at the cross, from our old dual identity, we can appropriate and ACCESS the Truth that GOD’S LIFE HAS ALWAYS BEEN OUR LIFE. His Life is THE ONLY LIFE. Our life was never ‘our life.’ We were never separated except in our own carnal nacash mind. Without the mirror of the brass serpent, we are positioned again in the Garden, and listen only to the Spirit voice of our Father. Anyone who is still waiting for and expecting a future event, or a future resurrection, cannot enter into the ascension and the access-ion to the Throne of Power. Christ did it all, paid it all, and IS ALL THERE IS. He is our Oneness Union. It is His Anointing by which we Manifest our Father’s Life in Visible Form (Resurrection).

**Our True Spiritual Life IS Resurrection Life.**

In Romans 6:3-5, let us point out that the phrase “in the likeness of” in verse 5, had been added by the translators. The original text states: WE ARE NOW His Resurrection (present tense). It is important that you recognize that in the Kingdom of Heaven Court, you are listed as dead until you embrace that you are NOW His Resurrection. You must understand that universally, since prerecorded time, there was a cross in each of our lives. (Jesus said; take up your cross, your personal cross.) It has forever been the Creators’ Plan that each of us would give up our flesh Ego driven life for the greater purpose of allowing the Father’s Plan to be our life. His new Life is only operational when we have the confidence of being His Resurrection Quality of Life. The Rhema Word Message of The Cross and Resurrection is the sharp two-edged sword used to circumcise away the temporary flesh consciousness from our heart.

**The Message of SALVATION is very simple.**

It boils down to BEING CHANGED from the INSIDE OUT by God’s WORD of PROMISE. And the GOOD NEWS is that it is already totally and completely finished. Enter.

Why would Christ need to come back, if He has already finished everything? How can He come back, if He is already here? Why should He come back to change life from the outside, if what we need can only be changed from the inside? Since He IS already inside, He IS your hope. Christ’s Plan IS: TO CHANGE the WORLD and to answer Nature’s cry for help by the ‘Adoption,’ which is the placing of His Corporate Sons in their rightful place of Dominion (Romans 8: 15-25).

“Know ye not that your body is the temple of God?” Your ‘body’ is the word ‘soma’ (Strong’s #4983), taken from the word ‘sozo’ (Strong’s #4982), which means ‘made whole.’ And the word ‘temple’ comes from the word ‘Naos’ which means The Most Holy Place of God. “Now hear this!” is an old Navy term, an alert on the Boatswain’s whistle, which was followed by “Now hear this!” Your Soma is your physical body. Sozo means ‘to be made whole’ and refers to your Naos Spirit Body. Your perfect Spiritual Body is who you really are ‘inside.’ “You are the Temple [Naos] of God” (1Cor. 6:19, 1Cor 3:16, Col. 1:28). We are expecting the inside to become the outside. Will you agree? *This is the transformation of the body.*

Your natural soma body is made up of organs, which are made up of cells, which are made up of molecules, which are made up of atoms, ever getting smaller until we come to an irreducible and inseparable basic component of life. That point is named Quantum. Quantum is a unified field, which means it cannot be split like the components of the cells or molecules or even the atoms. Quantum is
where your Spirit Body is complete in itself. It is like a ‘hologram’ where every gram is the whole. Until we reach this least microscopic level, there is duality. In Quantum there is only Oneness, without time or space. HOW DOES ONE GET THERE? We get there by a thought. ‘How can they believe until they have heard?’ When we know the marriage of Spirit and soul, we can stay there, in Quantum Union in the Place of Rest.

At the Quantum Level, *The Life of God and the Presence of God IS All and IN All things.* This is ‘The Place’ Christ went to prepare for us. This is ‘The Place’ where He said, ‘I will meet with you in Oneness.’ Quantum is The Place where HE IS, and where everything IS GOD. (Please Holy Spirit guide us into seeing our Oneness with Him!) Quantum is The Place where Our Father knows us ONLY in Potential. HE knows us as perpetual stem cells in His Body. It is where and how we can be anything He wants us to be in His Body; where we can be all things to all men. This is our Spiritual Origin, our Genesis. It is the dimension we are OF. We are in this world, but we are not OF this world of duality. His nature is ONE. We are ONE.

Quantum is where we are the NAOS, The Most Holy Place, and The Tabernacle of God. This is where God is hidden in invisible darkness; where light and darkness are the same, in every cell, in every thing that hath life, where He is the Origin of Life, where The Tabernacle is set in The Kingdom of Heaven within man. This conscious awareness brings to pass that Word from God; “the ground on which you stand is Holy ground” because we are His Most Holy Naos. That is the Temple that rebuilds itself in three days and every three days we become new.

I have just introduced you to your micro life 50,000 levels below visible sight (50,000 leagues under the sea), where light and darkness are the same, where the lowest and the least become the highest and the greatest. It is The Place the vulture’s eye has not seen; where there is neither corruption nor entropy. It is The Place in Quantum Land where death and hell do not exist. There is no need for opposites. And Dear Friend; you are not going there --- you are there NOW. Arise and shine, your Light has come. This was our Truth even before we Remembered.

I am trying to find words to say clearly to you, that when we study The Tabernacle we are studying our Spirit Life at the Quantum Level. Until we understand Quantum, where we all are ONE with God, it is very easy to become religious. In Spiritual Quanta, it is only the Holy Spirit who can put the pieces of the Mystery together. In fact: He can put Humpty Dumpty back together again; He can unscramble an egg; He can unify the joints and the marrow and unify the Soul and the Spirit. He can make every hour of every day a New Testament Beginning. He can make you THE TRUE TABERNACLE, WHICH GOD PITCHED.

Everything in the pageant, which we often refer to as The Tabernacle Study, was/is encapsulated in the invisible micro quantum dimension, called The Most Holy Place.

Outwardly there were the carnal Nations, then the millions of Israelites encamped like cells, then the 22,000 Levites intermingled among the cells like immune systems, then the four Priests and the one High Priest all completing the complexity of the human cell. The High Priest was the father of Light. I write unto you fathers because you know Him Who is from the beginning. Inwardly everything was unified.
The Mystery of our microscopic Spirit Life called Quantum is concealed in the Ark of the Covenant in The Most Holy Secret Place. I suggest that you consider the Ark as the ‘Arc of the Communication.’ Every activity in the Quantum Spirit results from communication. The Truth: Our Truth, is already established inside of us, in our DNA heart in the Quanta. God is working both to will and to do His good pleasure. It is already finished within, in the micro-world of Quanta. It will naturally manifest when we are in agreement with Him. Imagine how simple our life would be when we reduce everything to His Spiritual Dimension in the Quantum Arc and ‘let’ the “billions” of His Kingdom Angels do His Work.

**We know that when Christ took away the flesh veil,**
*He opened to us the realm of the Mind of Spirit.*

When Christ opened to us the realm of Spirit, HE gave us the ability to peer into the dimension of life within the cell. With the magic of electronic microscopes we are able to observe our life in another dimensional universe in innocence and in spiritual righteousness. We are able to observe the DNA of our Creator as our own heart and to recognize that we have the assignment as feminine souls’ (RNA) to copy and reproduce His Life. We can Rest in the invisible Spiritual Realm in the intricate perfection as the least of the least, the millions of invisible energy efficient Flagellum bacteria working intelligently and creatively with the 20 Amino acids and the multifaceted Enzymes to produce the millions of construction protein that our God is working systematically, in the Quantum Realm, without even a thought from us, to build a physical house to display in visible form the ordered Nature of His Glory.

He says, **“Enter into My Rest.”** Rest is a place in our consciousness. I see now how His Work was finished from the beginning and all Father God needed to do was push a button marked “Send.” When He sent us, our full operational blueprint and schematic was already completed. We didn't know how His Government works until we discovered His unchanging Kingdom in Quanta, where to descend is the first step in our ascension. He IS all and IN us all.

**Let’s take an imaginary trip to FATHER’S HOUSE…**
**to WEQUANTA… in the Land of IZ (IS).**

These thoughts have their roots in the spiritual lessons (at least in the spiritual implications) drawn from the movie “The Wizard of OZ.” I have been mesmerized for years by the ballad taken from this movie, which had a line that said; “OZ didn’t give to the Tin man anything that the Tin man didn’t already have.” Remember? I want to try to bring to your awareness something you already have.

In Dorothy’s journey to the Capital, the Crystal City in the Land Of OZ, she met and joined herself to a Scarecrow, a Tin Man and a Lion. Each had a debilitating handicap. Dorothy believed that a Magic Land was a better place than the adverse circumstances at home where she lived. It was in her heart to help others who had a need. The Scarecrow’s inferior deficiency was that he did not have a brain. The Tin Man did not have a heart. And, the Lion had no courage. Polly and I recently checked out a DVD of the movie from our Public Library and spent an evening enjoying, Remembering and reliving Dorothy’s journey as a type of our own.
Of course, the movie is like a childhood fantasy; but the story has powerful symbolic truth. While I lost my self-awareness to the story line of the movie, the Words of Jesus in John’s Gospel seemed to leap into my heart. “(Father) And now come I to Thee; and these things I speak in the world, that they might have my joy fulfilled in themselves. I have given them Thy Word; and the world hath hated them, because they are not of the world, even as I am not of the world. I pray not that Thou shouldest take them out of the world, but that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil. They are not of the world even as I am not of the world” (John 17:13-16). In the Spirit of Christ, we are OF another dimension. You can only go there by the Spiritual Anointing of your imagination.

We are in the world; but we are not OF the world. I propose to you that we are OF the Land of IZ, or the Land of IS. The emphasis I wish to make is that IS is NOW, and that IZ or IS is TODAY. *Today, and again I say, Today IS the Day of Salvation.* The Holy Spirit is speaking Today through the pulpit of the scientific laboratory. (Oh, did you not know that He had moved?) He is introducing a place (which is really a position and an opportunity); a dimension where there is no yesterday, nor a tomorrow. In Quantum there is only the appointed time of Now.

In John 14:2, Jesus said; “I go to prepare a place for you.” In the original Greek, the Greek word for ‘place’ is the word *topos* and means “a position, a condition and opportunity.”

Look again at Jesus’ words beginning in John 17:11; “And now I am no more in the world....” (Jesus at that time was in the upper room of the Waterman’s house with His Disciples; but He declared that He already was no more under the powers of this world of opposing forces.) Verse 11 continues; “...but these are in the world....” And, verse 12; “While I was with them [Disciples] in the world....” Did you get that? Christ had the ability in the mind of Christ, which we have, to remove Himself from the duality of the three-dimensional world.

John 14:20-22; “Neither pray I for these [Disciples] alone, but for them also which shall believe on Me through their word. That they ALL may be ONE; as Thou, Father, art in me, and I in Thee, that they also may be ONE in us: that the world may believe that Thou hast sent me. And the glory which Thou gavest me I have given them; that they may be ONE, even as we are ONE.”

Stop the movie. This may seem like fantasy; but this is Reality. Read it again, until it sinks in. We are in the world; but we are OF another dimension. Jesus Christ wanted us to stay in this dimension and be a visible physical Body of Christ; but not to be of it. We are in the world as a witness of His Living Presence. But, our source of Life and Glory are found in another Dimension. Our Life is in the Dimension of Unity and Oneness. Science has identified that place as the Unified Field of the Quantum Dimension within the heart mind of man. Through research and computer models they have documented the origin of movement. They have named it Quantum. I declare to you that the Spirit of God has convinced me that the Unified Field of Quantum is *The Place OF* our Mind of Christ.

In Dorothy’s dream fantasy journey, she helped the Lion Remember his courage; she helped the Scarecrow Remember his ability to think, and she helped the Tin Man Rediscover the heart that he always had. I propose to you that Adam, formed of the Earth, had a 4,033 ½ year nightmare, in which he had suffered separation from the Life Presence of his Creator. Jesus Christ awakened the True Adam of Genesis Chapter One, when He arose from the death of the Earthy Adam and demonstrated Resurrection.
The Mystery of Iniquity (In-equity… is a deficiency; not having enough equity.)

The flesh nature is deficient in its assigned role to be the visible image of God. In the Genesis record, the human soul is shown to be the feminine RNA. Her function in both male and female is to copy the Creator’s DNA. In the Priestly Prayer of Jesus, recorded in John 17, He spoke of the Son of Perdition (SOP) as one He was unable to keep or save. Jesus Christ died for the sin of the whole world. The SOP was in the group He had been given to disciple, but Christ was unable to keep him. I hope to show you that the SOP was in reality a spiritual identification in each person of that group. In 2nd Thessalonians chapter 2, the Son of Perdition is also spoken of by the Apostle Paul. Paul also gave the SOP other aliases: the Man of Sin, the Mystery of Iniquity, and Satan, who set himself up in the Temple of God to function as a god.

Paul used the word Naos to show the Mystery Man of Sin, seated in the Temple, is seated in our own body. There are two Greek words translated Temple in the N.T. If Paul had used the word hieron for temple, he would have meant the Temple in Jerusalem; but he used the word Naos, which is always used to identify our body. Jesus said, “Destroy this Temple [Naos] and in three days I will raise it up…. but He spoke of the Temple [Naos] of His Body” (John 2:19, 21). And Paul said, “Know ye not that you are the Temple [Naos] of God?” (1st Cor. 3:16). The word Naos always means The Spiritual Most Holy Place in The Spiritual Building not made with hands. When you hear this Rhema Word in your spirit, the Mystery Man of Iniquity and Sin, the Son of Perdition, Satan will be unveiled as your own human Ego. He is the image who looks back at you in the mirror and demands that your interest be on outward appearances and makes them more important than the inward thoughts and intents of the heart. (God looks upon the heart.)

In the book of Exodus; the brass mirrors of the women (souls) were made into a Laver to teach us Priests how to deal with the nachash (brass serpent). The Man of Sin’s reflection in the brass laver was distorted and superimposed upon by the Spiritual Water from the smitten Rock of Christ. The Mystery Man is the earthy carnal self who must be replaced by the consciousness of Resurrected Christ Self. Oneness with the Christ Son of God Self is our True Spiritual Identity. The Greek word Ego is translated in our Bible as “I.” Christ, in you, always identified Himself as “I AM.” I AM in the scriptures speaks of the person who has the Breath of God in his lungs. Everyone has the breath of God; but not everyone knows that their breath is their Covenant with God. The Hebrew word translated “I AM” is HaYaH (HYH), which indicates the masculine and feminine Breath of God, as breathing in and breathing out as the two alternating aspects of the Presence of God (YOD = Yahweh Our Door). The Hebrew symbol of the YOD (,) signifies the Presence of God.

When Jesus died on The Cross, He fulfilled the prophetic symbol of the Serpent on the pole. The Serpent is the symbol of the Man of Sin, and by comparing scripture with scripture, He is also the Satan and also the Mystery of Iniquity and Son of Perdition. He is the Satan Deceiver, the Whisperer who files false claims against God’s people. He always judges according to outward appearances of the flesh, whether by people or by conscience. When Jesus died on The Cross as the Serpent --- when He Who knew no sin became sin --- He declared to the Court in Heaven, that Satan, that old Serpent, the Lie from the beginning is dead. The Court in Heaven has on record Satan’s death certificate. He is only kept alive by the consciousness of man. When Christ is on the throne of your heart, the unsalvageable Ego anti-Christ, who died as the Serpent on the pole, has no place. This is part of the Mystery of God’s Kingdom. Christ in His death, released mankind from competition for position into the peace of letting the Father BE God.
What is the big difference in having Ego on the throne of your soul mind and having Christ as your Lord? The “I” Ego engenders pride, which always projects superiority. In our three-dimensional world of opposites; when circumstances and conditions become adversarial, the “I” Ego can quickly become failure, shame, and a sense of worthlessness. Christ is not limited to the three dimensions of this world of opposites. The Christ Mind is OF the Kingdom of Heaven’s Unified Field of Oneness and Equality. You can go there at the speed of an atom (moment) in the twinkle of an eye (Romans 15:51). The Mind of Christ engenders humility and a willing compassionate desire to help, plus engenders acts of forgiveness. The Ego mind says, “I am glad I am not like others.” The Christ Mind says, “All men are created equal.” Ego engenders “I am better than” and produces prejudices and a haughty spirit. Christ engenders “gratitude and sees opportune potential and possibilities in others.

Isaiah and Ezekiel both saw the Man of Pride (Lucifer in Isaiah 14 and the King of Tyrus in Ezekiel 28) as being cast down to the three-dimensional earth realm. Both these passages of scripture depict pride as an inequity in God’s Kingdom, and suggest that Humility is Equity. In both Isaiah’s and Ezekiel’s insight, PRIDE was the one element that destroyed a perfect spiritual condition.

Every person has the RNA reproductive capacity, so the Bible reckons every person as female. Through natural genealogy, each of us was born engaged to a man chosen by our parents; he is the human, carnal, mortal Ego. When we accepted the proposal of Christ to be our Husband Lord, we broke our union to the Ego Lord of the Outside. This Truth, when understood, will change your life.

Father has provided The Cross of Christ as “the two-edged scalpel sword” to remove the Man of Sin’s Ego hiding place by the circumcision of the flesh from our heart. We must each remove him ourselves by reckoning the knowledge of the death of the Serpent on the Cross of Christ as the end of our own Ego, and fill the void left by his absence in our temple with the consciousness of Christ, as our new True Identity. The seemingly harmless independent natured carnal ego cannot be saved. He has been revealed as our enemy and has been removed. The submissive Christ, in oneness with the Father, is our new nature, our salvation and our life. He is who we are, and we are who He is. Jesus said, “When the Spirit of Truth is come, He will bring to your remembrance my Spiritual Words” (John 14 paraphrase). Those who are individually Remembering are Quantum: I Quantum (singular), You Quantum (singular), We Quanta (plural). Christ is Quanta (plural). The Quanta is the Darkness of the invisible microscopic realm of Spirit.

According to His perfect timing… we will continue.

Love to you all!

Rudy and Polly, and Dianne, plus many friends who contribute insights

Rudy Jones
P. O. Box 627, Fountain Inn, SC 29644 USA – Phone (864) 862-3360